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Introduction
The ‘plausibility’ pleading standard announced by the US Supreme Court in recent years changed how all claims are pleaded, and especially affected how antitrust class actions are alleged and defended in the United States. This standard increased the pleading requirements for plaintiffs and augmented the ability of defendants to challenge the sufficiency of claims at the onset of litigation, boosting the importance of motions to dismiss, strike and amend class action claims. In these motions, three substantive issues have emerged as decisive in antitrust class actions – whether standing is plausibly alleged, whether the alleged class includes uninjured members, and whether the alleged class members are ascertainable. Following a summary of US antitrust class action requirements and the plausibility pleading standard, this article reviews the motions that can challenge claims at the onset of litigation and the emerging substantive issues that should be considered by parties pursuing or defending antitrust class action litigation.

Antitrust and class action claims in the United States
Private parties may sue for antitrust violations in the United States. While many US states have enacted local laws that create private antitrust claims, most private cases are brought under federal antitrust laws. They create causes of action for private parties to seek injunctive relief, and also allow parties injured in their business or property by reason of anything forbidden in the antitrust laws to pursue cases seeking triple the damages sustained, the cost of the lawsuit, and reasonable attorneys’ fees.1

Private antitrust cases are expensive to pursue in US courts and the potential individual damages for many antitrust claims – especially consumer claims – are often much less than the cost of litigation. For this reason, many private party antitrust cases are brought as class actions. They are lawsuits in which one or more plaintiffs, known as the ‘representatives,’ sue on behalf of themselves and all other persons with the same or similar claims and injuries, known as the ‘class.’ Aggregating the damages of the representative plaintiffs and all the class members can make pursuing their antitrust claims economically feasible.

An antitrust claim in federal court may be certified as a class action only when the requirements of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23 are satisfied. Rule 23(a) provides four requirements applicable to all class actions:

- the class is so numerous that joinder of all members would be impracticable;
- there is a question of law or fact common to the class members;
- the claims of the plaintiff representatives are typical of the claims of the rest of the class members; and
- the proposed plaintiff representatives will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class.2

In addition to rule 23(a)’s requirements, the class proponent must satisfy at least one of the requirements of 23(b) by establishing that:

- the prosecution of separate actions could potentially result in inconsistent standards of conduct or substantially impair other class members’ ability to protect their interests;
- final injunctive or declarative relief is appropriate because the party opposing the class acted on grounds generally applicable to the class; or
- common issues predominate over individual issues and a class action is a superior mechanism for resolving the claims.3

Antitrust class actions usually are brought pursuant to the third requirement, often referred to as the ‘predominance’ requirement.

The plausibility pleading standard and its impact on antitrust class actions
A series of judicial decisions in recent years increased the standard for pleading an antitrust class action. Private parties commence antitrust class actions in federal courts with the filing of a complaint. Historically, complaints needed only provide a ‘short and plain statement of the claim that the pleader is entitled to relief,’4 and until recently a complaint was sufficiently pleaded ‘unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim.’5 In 2007, the Supreme Court began to increase the level of factual plausibility necessary to allow a complaint to survive at the very onset of the case.

In Bell Atlantic Corp. v Twombly, an antitrust class action, the Supreme Court announced a plausibility standard for complaints.6 Twombly explained that antitrust plaintiffs had to allege ‘enough fact[s] to raise a reasonable expectation that discovery will reveal evidence of the alleged conduct.’7 Two years later, the Supreme Court expanded on this standard in Ashcroft v Iqbal, which held that allegations must be sufficient to ‘allow the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.’8 Together, these decisions require that complaints ‘must contain sufficient factual matter, accepted as true, to “state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.”’9

This plausibility pleading standard changed how claims are pleaded and affects whether claims are filed at all. Since complaints must now include factual recitation rather than conclusions, antitrust class action complaints have swollen in size since Twombly – with complaints 50 pages and longer becoming routine. And, with a heightened pleading standard, plaintiffs appear more selective in the claims that are pursued, reflected in the sharp decrease in antitrust class actions filed in federal court.10 In the year before Twombly (2006), 600 antitrust class actions were filed in federal court.11 In the year after Iqbal (2010), only 200 such cases were filed. The number of antitrust cases annually filed in federal courts has remained in this lower range since Twombly and Iqbal.12

The increased pleading standard also has influenced how antitrust class action complaints are challenged and whether they survive. Studies following the Supreme Court’s pleading decisions indicate that defendants more frequently respond to complaints...
with motions to dismiss or to strike allegations for failure to meet the pleading standard. Courts also appear increasingly receptive to motions challenging pleadings. In the years following Twombly and Iqbal, about half of all antitrust claims were terminated at the pleading stage, including over half of the antitrust cases typically filed as class actions. The growing ability to challenge and possibly dispose of class claims at the onset of litigation is a significant development for defendants since these cases are notoriously expensive to defend and the prospect of class-wide damages can impact settlement considerations. This punctuates the importance of defendants and plaintiffs alike considering procedural and substantive developments in potential challenges to antitrust class actions at the onset of litigation.

Procedural developments and considerations for challenging class action allegations

As courts have become more receptive to early challenges to the plausibility of antitrust class action allegations, courts also have considered expanding forms of challenges, including motions to dismiss, motions to strike, and motions to amend. A decision on any of these motions could terminate a class action. Plaintiffs considering antitrust class actions should be cognisant of these potential challenges, and defendants facing such allegations should consider whether to file these motions.

Courts may give serious consideration to motions to dismiss alleged classes pursuant to rule 12(b)(6), which allows for the dismissal of claims that lack sufficient factual material to state a claim for relief. This is illustrated by McCrory v Stifel Nicolaus & Co., where the Eighth Circuit held in 2012 that ‘class claims that fail to meet the requirements of Rule 23 may be properly dismissed by granting a Rule 12(b)(6) motion.’ Since then, several lower courts have dismissed alleged classes without leave to amend when the complaints failed to plead sufficient factual matter to show the classes plausibly satisfy the rule 23 requirements. Many lower courts, however, appear hesitant to dismiss alleged classes under rule 12(b)(6) on the rationale that plaintiffs be allowed discovery that could support the class allegations. This rationale often is employed by plaintiffs responding to rule 12(b)(6) motions. In any event, plaintiffs should include sufficient factual material in complaints to appear plausible to satisfy rule 23’s requirements. Conversely, defendants facing class action complaints should compare the allegations against rule 23 and consider rule 12(b)(6) motions to dismiss when it appears implausible to satisfy rule 23’s requirements.

Class action allegations also may be eliminated pursuant to rule 12(f), it authorises courts to strike redundant, immaterial and other allegations from pleadings. In recent years courts have interpreted rule 12(f), in light of the plausibility standard, as authorising the striking of alleged classes when the complaint itself demonstrates that the requirements of rule 23 cannot be met. The consideration courts may give these motions is exemplified in Cole’s Wexford Hotel, Inc. v UPMC, where the court analysed whether the antitrust class allegations plausibly satisfied rule 23’s commonality and typicality requirements and ultimately found the allegations to be sufficient. While several courts recently struck class allegations without leave to amend pursuant to rule 12(f), other courts appear reluctant to strike class allegations at the onset of litigation because certification issues typically are decided on a factual record developed through discovery. With this in mind, defendants seeking to strike alleged classes should focus on showing the classes as alleged are incapable of satisfying rule 23’s requirements regardless of discovery, and plaintiffs may survive such challenges by showing their allegations could satisfy rule 23’s requirements with refinement of the allegations or benefit of necessary discovery.

Similarly, class action allegations may be removed by amendment pursuant to rule 23. Effective since 2004, rule 23(d)(1)(D) provides that courts may order amendments to pleadings ‘to eliminate allegations about representation of absent persons.’ Courts in recent years have interpreted this provision, coupled with rule 23(c)(1)(A)’s instruction that certification be determined at ‘an early practicable time,’ as authorising the removal of class allegations that are insufficient to support certification. For example, in Davis v Bank of America NA, the district court ordered the removal of class allegations from an unfair competition complaint when they failed to satisfy the requirements of rule 23 and ‘[n]o amount of discovery could surmount this legal obstacle.’ The potential for court-ordered amendments pursuant to rule 23(d)(1)(D) motions drives home the importance of plaintiffs ensuring antitrust class action complaints include allegations that satisfy all requirements of rule 23, and being prepared to respond to such motions by showing that discovery on class allegations is necessary. And, even though many courts reserve ordering amendments under rule 23(d)(1)(D) for ‘rare’ cases, defendants should consider these motions because they can eliminate class allegations and, significantly, they can be brought at any stage of litigation unlike rule 12 motions.

Substantive trends and considerations for dismissing class action allegations

Along with courts considering more forms of motions in response to class allegations, the plausibility pleading standard also has fostered the emergence of a few substantive issues that increasingly determine whether class allegations are dismissed at the onset of litigation. While these issues are continuing to develop, they include whether standing is plausibly alleged, the alleged class includes uninjured members, and the alleged class members are ascertainable.

Standing to maintain antitrust class action claims

A party’s ‘standing’ for a federal court to entertain a claim is a threshold requirement for all cases, including antitrust class actions. Mere complaint assertions of standing will no longer suffice. 'The plausibility pleading standard now requires factual content that establishes standing, and complaints not meeting this standard may be dismissed pursuant to rule 12. Whether complaints meet this standard has become a hotly contested issue for both types of standing that must be established in antitrust class action litigation.

Article III of the US Constitution limits the power of federal courts to hear only cases or controversies, meaning a representative plaintiff must allege an injury that is fairly traceable to the conduct of the defendant and is likely to be redressed by a favourable judicial decision. This standard may appear easy to meet, but defendants frequently challenge standing and courts dismiss class action complaints for lack of plausibly alleged standing. For example, in Finkelman v National Football League, the court dismissed a claim alleging NFL tickets were sold at inflated prices when the plaintiff failed to allege facts plausibly demonstrating he paid an inflated price for any tickets at issue. In contrast, in Supreme Auto Transport LLC v Arcelor Mittal, the court denied a motion to dismiss an antitrust claim for lack of article III standing when the alleged facts plausibly demonstrated that the plaintiff was injured by paying inflated prices for steel products. As these cases illustrate, article III standing for antitrust class actions often turns on whether plaintiffs bought or sold products on terms affected by the alleged anticompetitive conduct. Accordingly, plaintiffs should prepare complaints with facts that demonstrate article III standing, and defendants should consider
moving to dismiss pursuant to rule 12(b)(1)\textsuperscript{32} when complaints do not plausibly allege this standing.

In addition to article III standing, an antitrust plaintiff must demonstrate ‘antitrust standing’ in the complaint. This is a more rigorous type of standing inasmuch as it requires an antitrust plaintiff to show it was injured by the effects of the anticompetitive acts and the plaintiff is an efficient enforcer of the antitrust laws considering the directness of the asserted injury, the extent to which claimed damages claim are speculative, and the risk of duplicate recoveries or complex apportionment of damages.\textsuperscript{33} Since the plausibility standard, parties increasingly have clashed on whether antitrust class action complaints satisfy these standing requirements. Courts have dismissed significant class action cases when the allegations lacked factual content that plausibly established antitrust standing, reflected in the recent dismissal of claims against several international banks that allegedly suppressed platinum and palladium prices by an alleged US$140 billion when the complaint lacked facts that plausibly established plaintiffs are efficient enforcers of the antitrust laws in light of their indirect relationship with the banks and speculative nature of damages.\textsuperscript{34} As with article III standing, plaintiffs should prepare complaints with facts that demonstrate antitrust standing and defendants should consider moving to dismiss pursuant to rule 12(b)(6)\textsuperscript{35} when complaints do not plausibly allege standing.

Uninjured members in alleged classes

Whether alleged classes may be maintained when they include uninjured members is emerging as a frequently contested issue raised at the onset of antitrust litigation. Recent decisions reflect that alleged classes with uninjured members may be challenged with motions to dismiss pursuant to rules 12(d)(1) and (6) for failure to allege plausable article III and antitrust standing, as well as motions to strike pursuant to rules 12(f) and 23(d)(1)(D) for failure to allege plausible satisfaction of rule 23’s requirements such as the plaintiff’s typicality with the class and commonality among class members.\textsuperscript{36}

Uncertainty remains, however, in how many members of an alleged class must be uninjured to preclude certification. Some circuit courts have explained that uninjured members are members of the alleged class.\textsuperscript{37} Other circuit courts have held that a class may be certified even though some members are not injured.\textsuperscript{38} While these divergent circuit court opinions may be explained by underlying factual differences, the DC Circuit ruling that plaintiffs must show ‘all members’ are injured,\textsuperscript{39} for instance, appears at odds with the Seventh Circuit explaining that the presence of uninjured members does not preclude certification.\textsuperscript{40} The Supreme Court has declined to address whether classes may include uninjured members.\textsuperscript{41} Thus, the precise number of alleged class members, if any, who may be uninjured remains unresolved.

Notwithstanding this uncertainty, parties should be cognisant that overbroad class definitions can end antitrust class actions at the onset of litigation. Antitrust plaintiffs are well served by limiting classes to the purchasers or sellers of the products at issue and identifying persons who purchased or sold a particular product affected by the alleged anticompetitive conduct. Equally, defendants should scrutinise alleged classes for any potential ambiguities or obstacles that hinder identifying putative members, such as the inability to confirm whether persons actually purchased or sold a particular product, the lack of records that would identify members, or other administrative barriers to identifying members.

Conclusion

The plausibility pleading standard changed more than how complaints are stated. It has invigorated an array of challenges – motions to dismiss, strike and amend – that can test the plausibility of antitrust class claims. Nearly all the courts of appeals have considered the plausibility pleading standard changed more than how complaints are stated. It has invigorated an array of challenges – motions to dismiss, strike and amend – that can test the plausibility of antitrust allegations at the onset of class action cases. As courts increasingly entertain these challenges, the standing of plaintiffs, presence of uninjured class members, and ascertainability of class members have emerged as decisive substantive issues. Antitrust plaintiffs may avoid early rejection of their class claims by appreciating these issues while formulating their complaints, and defendants may obtain dismissal of class claims by motion practice showing that plaintiffs have not plausibly alleged standing, injury or a properly defined class.
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